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Android Setup App Instruction - for Version 3.0 and higher
Thank you for purchasing the Venom-X4 product. Please read this instruction before using the Android App to
setup your Venom-X4.
The Tuact’s Venom-X4 can be set up and configured in two methods - wired setup with the Venom-X4 Windows
Setup software and the wireless setup with the Venom-X4 Android App. The wireless method to setup the
Venom-X4 is more convenient during the game play. It includes the frequently adjusted settings and mapping
features, if you’d like to have full functional setup, such as firmware upgrade, the wired method is used.
Note: the Venom-X4’s Android App requires Android system 4.0 or higher.
The Android App can be found and downloaded on our website at:
www.tuact.com/software/VenomX4-App-Installer.apk:
Or scan the QR code to install:

WiFi on Venom-X4
The Venom-X4 Android App communication is established through user’s WiFi router to the Transceiver as
shown in the figure 1.
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The Venom-X4 WiFi module is normally turned off when
Venom-X4 Transceiver is in console mode for power
saving. Therefore. user need to switch the Transceiver
from console mode to WiFi mode manually.
Important Note:

When the Transceiver is in the WiFi mode, the controller attached on the
Transceiver is turned off for USB port power protection.
Figure 1
On the PS4 console, due to the authorization of using Venom-X4 will last
about 10 minutes. Thus, you would need to finish the WiFi setup within
10 minutes before the PS4 shuts down the USB port. You can re-enter the WiFi mode to get another 10
minutes setup time when needed.
Switch the Transceiver into WiFi mode:
To switch to the WiFi mode, press and hold the Profile button on Transceiver for 2 seconds until the LED flashing blue color as shown below:
Press and hold Profile Button for 2 seconds
to enter the WiFi mode

Exit the WiFi mode:

Blue LED Flashing : WiFi mode

Press the Profile button quickly
to exit the WiFi mode

The App Installation
Before you start to install the App, connect your Android phone to your home WiFi to be able to access the
Internet.
To install the App, scan the QR code to install is the easiest way, the QR code is printed on the first page of
this instruction, Quick User’s Manual, the product package as well as the Support/Download of Tuact
website.
Or you can download the installation apk file from our website on Support/Download page, save it onto your
phone memory, then tab on the VenomX4-App-Installer.apk file to install.
Important:
The WiFi module on the Transceiver is working on 2.4G only, if your router is dual band or tri-band, you need
to connect your phone to 2.4G signal when pairing the Transceiver. If the 2.4G and 5G signal have the same
SSID, rename one of the SSID to distinguish the 2.4G and 5G signal that you can connect to the 2.4G WiFi.
When the App and transceiver has paired, you can then connect your phone to any signal thereafter, as long
as your 2.4G and 5G signal coming from the same router.

The first time you to run the App, it will download all
the profiles from server. Thereafter, it would check
new profile and firmware update, and will download
them when they are found.
When the profile checking and downloading is complete, the App will connect to your Transceiver.
The transceiver needs to be in the WiFi mode to
work with the App.

Enter the WiFi mode:
- Press and hold the Profile button until
the LED flashes blue color.
- Press it again to exit WiFi mode.

To enter the WiFi mode:
- Press and hold the Profile button for 2 seconds,
until the LED is flashing blue color.
- To exit the WiFi mode, press the Profile button
again.

Pair the App to Transceiver
The first time connecting to transceiver, you will need to pair the App to your
transceiver as following:
- Press the Pair button quickly to pair,
1. Connect your cell phone to a 2.4G signal.
the LED will flash blue color quickly.
2. Open the App on your smart phone.
- Press it again to exit to WiFi mode.
3. Press and hold the transceiver’s Profile button to
enter the WiFi mode as described above.
4. Press the “Pair Venom-X4 to App” button on App
when the “Connecting to the Venom-X4”
message is showing up.
5. Input the 2.4G WiFi password into the Password box then click the “Pair” button.
6. Press the Pair button on the Transceiver to enter transceiver's WiFi Pair mode,
the LED will flash blue color quickly.
7. Wait the App to transmit the SSID and password to the Transceiver. When the
pairing is completed, it will pop up a message to tell you that the App is paired.
Press the OK button to continue.

The transceiver will return to the WiFi mode from WiFi Pair mode when the pairing
is completed, the App will connect to your transceiver.
Re-pairing -- SSID and password changed
The paring information is stored in the transceiver’s memory so that you don’t need
to pair every time. You can re-pair them only when the WiFi SSID or the password is
changed.

Important about the signal band:
Many home WiFi routers are dual band or tri-band router, and some of them are using one SSID for all the
signals in different band.
The WiFi module on the Transceiver is working on 2.4G only, when your router is dual band or tri-band, you
need to connect your phone to the 2.4G signal to keep the transceiver and your phone in the same band.
In the case of your 2.4G and 5G signal sharing one SSID, you would have to rename one signal’s SSID to be
different from the other one.
After you have the App and transceiver paired, you then can connect your phone to any SSID as long as they
are coming from the same router.
WiFi signal strength:
When the App is connected to the Transceiver, the WiFi
symbol will indicate the WiFi signal strength.
The signal strength needs to be at lease 3 bars to have stable
connection.

WiFi Signal strength from weak to strong

Profiles

When your App connect to the Transceiver, the Profile page will
be opened.
The App then loads all the Profiles that saved in your Venom-X4
Transceiver memory and displays them in the “Profiles” box on
upper portion of the page. Each Profile labeled with a color bar
that is equivalent to the Transceiver LED color.
The lower portion on the Profile window is the “Game List” box,
It includes all the game titles that previously downloaded on your
smart phone, swipe up or down on the screen to browse when
you need to see more game titles.
Follow the steps below to assign each of the colored profile to
the game titles before going to the configuration and layout.
1. You will need to select one Profile to be the current editing
Profile to load game title. Tap on any of the colored “Profile”
icon to highlight.
2. Tap on one game in the “Game List” box and press the “Load”
button in the pop up window to add the game into the selected
Profile.

3. Repeat the step 1 and step 2 to assign all the Profiles you like. Tap to highlight one color icon which need
to configure and layout.
4. Press the “>” button to go to the next page to configure.
Note:
Moving profile from one color to another within the “Profile” box is not supported, you would need to select and
assign the game from the “Game List” to replace the current profile.
Profile Update
The App saved Game list on your phone memory. Each time you run the App, it will access the Internet to check
Tuact’s server for new profiles and update your local storage,
You can cancel the Update progress by press the “Skip” button.

Configuration

On the Setup page, the game platform logo and the game icon are
labeled at the bottom of the page for your reference.
Press the “Configuration” or “Layout” tab to switch the page.
Swipe the adjustment bar to change the settings you desired.
When you complete the Configuration, Tap the SAVE button to save
and apply the Configurations to the Transceiver and take effect.
Note: The SAVE button on Configuration and Layout page are the
same, pressing any of them will save both the Configuration and Layout
settings.

Mouse Speed:
Venom-X4 can magnify the mouse raw tracking data to increase the gameplay aiming speed, the rate of the
magnifying can be adjusted by the “Mouse Speed” slider bar. The magnifying factor is displayed on the left side
of the bar.
Adjustable Range: 1.0 to 6.0.
Important Note:
You can also adjust the turning sensitivity in your game option menu. To keep your mouse tracking precision
while still getting the fast moving, it is recommended to set the game sensitivity to its HIGHEST value.

Aim Down Sight Speed:
When the weapon scope is on sight, if you want to track faster or slower to snipe more accurately, you can
adjust the Aim Down Sight speed without changing the normal mouse speed.
Sliding the bar to adjust the ADS speed:
Adjustable Range: 0.5 to 2.5.
Speed Up:
Speed Up is another speed multiplier to boost the tracking speed. It will further multiply the mouse speed
and the ADS speed. It can be used when you are in vehicle, aircraft, or super quick turning regardless of
accuracy.
The Speed Up is mapped to a pre-defined button or key, hold the Speed Up button to turn it on, and release
it to turn it Off.
Note: As the Speed Up could multiply mouse data by 2-15 times, the tracking would be mostly out of the
1:1 linear range, it is only for fast turning purpose but not accurate aiming.
Value range: 2 to 15.
Auto Fire:
Auto Fire is also referred as Rapid Fire. This feature is used in game when you have semi-auto weapon but
want to fire as an automatic weapon. When it is engaged, Auto Fire also allows fully automatic weapons - less
recoil and tighter groupings.
Burst Fire:
When Auto Fire is turned on, your weapon can fire 2-4 burst rounds automatically on each click when 2, 3 or
4 is selected;
When the “Full” is selected, your weapon will continuously fire as long as the trigger button is depressed.
Fire Rate:
The rate of fire can be defined from 2 to 10 rounds per second.
Note:
The actual rate of fire also depends on the weapon your are using, some weapons may not reach
the
rate you have set. This is due to its maximum re-coil speed assigned by the game is slower than your setting,
it doesn’t mean that your setting was not functional. Some developers of some games limit the rate of fire on
some weapons
Aim Down Sight Lock:
Lock the Aim scope on sight, you do not need to hold the button while snipe aiming for long period of time.
Note:
In the case of the game already has the Aim Down Sight Lock function, this function needs to be turned off.

Layout

Tap on “Layout” tab to enter Layout page.
Venom-X4 works with the console as a game controller, thus the
controller buttons need to be mapped to the mouse, wand and
keyboard.
Venom-X4 has 2 sets of mapping: Map1 and Map2 that are effective at
the same time.
The two sets of mapping are identical that allow you to activate two
controller buttons simultaneously. If you do not need this function, leave
the second mapping blank.
Note: Only one mapping is defined in default factory profiles.

Three types of buttons are classified in the mapping:
. 3rd party mouse:
. Keyboard:
. Venom-X4 devices:

3rd party mouse buttons
keyboard keys
Venom Mouse and Wand buttons

The left column in the definition box is the controller button icon to which
the device buttons are mapped. More buttons can be found by swiping up
or down.
Follow the steps below to assign the mapping:
1. Press the button definition box in Map1 or Map2 column, the text of
“waiting one key...” prompts you to assign it.
2. Press a button on your Venom devices, mouse or keyboard connected to
the Transceiver to assign. Its corresponding icon will appear at the box
left side. You can also clear previously defined button.
3. Repeat the step 1 and step 2 to complete all the buttons definition.
If you don’t want to assign any button on secondary map, leave the
secondary map blank.
Clear Button:
The Clear button on the bottom of the window clears all the definition;
The Clear button in the “Waiting one key...” box clears one button in the
definition box.
When you need to resume the factory default map, go back to the Profile
page and re-load the game profile from the Game List Box.

Notes on Some Special Buttons
-- Wheel Up/Down Definitions:
The mouse wheel up/down can be assigned to controller buttons as an extra that would have a controller
button double mapped for convenience.
The wheel Up/Down are undefined by factory default.
-- Speed Up Definition:
Speed Up function is a special feature that boosts the moving speed by a multiplying factor. Only certain
buttons on device can be defined to Speed Up function. The factory default sets the Speed Up to G8 button on
Venom-X4 mouse.
Motion Mapping:
Venom-X4 Wand has motion function equipped. When Venom-X4 Motion is not assigned to any controller
button, Venom-X4 Wand motion acts the same way as regular controller motion.
When Venom-X4 Motion is assigned to a controller button, the Wand motion then acts as controller button
while the 6 axle regular motion stops.
To assign the Motion to controller buttons, shake the Wand in one direction; To disable the Motion, define a
non-motion button or leave the definition boxes empty.
The Motion Mapping of the factory default is disabled.
Side Buttons Mapping on the 3rd Party Mouse :
Some of the 3rd party mouse are equipped with extra buttons, if those buttons could work as keyboard keys,
they can be defined in the Layout page and classified with the “keyboard” type. You can set them previously in its
own software.

SAVE Button:
Save and apply all the Configurations and Layout definitions to the Transceiver memory and
will take effect.
Note:
The “SAVE” button will only save one Profile you’re currently working with, if you like to save the other game
profile, you need to go back to the “Profile” page to highlight it and then save it on the Configuration or Layout
page.

Technical support
If you have any question not covered in this manual, you can contact our Tuact Support Team at:
support@tuact.com.

